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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 11283 5.5 1.7 10 54.8 100
2 11283 5.3 1.8 10 53.5 100
3 11279 5.5 1.9 10 55.4 99.9
4 11283 15 5 30 49.9 100
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Section B (30 marks)  
 
The following descriptors have to be applied using the notion of 'best-fit' and there is no 
intention to create a hierarchy of writing styles or content. The band descriptor that most 
closely describes the quality of the work should be selected:  
 


 where the candidate's work convincingly meets the statement, the highest mark 
should be awarded;  


 where the candidate's work adequately meets the statement, the most appropriate 
mark in the middle range should be awarded;  


 where the candidate's work just meets the statement, the lowest mark should be 
awarded.  


 
Examiners should use the full range of marks available to them and award full marks in any 
band for work that meets that descriptor. The marks on either side of the middle mark (s) for 
'adequately met' should be used where the standard is lower or higher than 'adequate' but 
not the highest or lowest mark in the band.  
 
Marking should be positive, rewarding achievement rather than penalising failure or 
omissions. The awarding of marks must be directly related to the marking criteria.  
The candidates themselves set the level of difficulty in terms of the choice of content, form 
and structure as well as in use of language. Successful execution must be considered in 
relation to ambition; individual interpretations should be judged on their writing merits.  
We cannot be too rigid in our suggestions about the length of answers, but responses which 
are very short will be self-penalising. Be prepared for the unexpected approach.  
 
The total mark for Section B (/30) will be given by awarding two marks:  


 content and organisation (15 marks);  


 sentence structure, punctuation and spelling, (15 marks)  
 
It is presumed that candidates attaining Band 2 and above will have achieved the 
criteria listed in the previous band(s). Fine tuning of the mark within a band will be 
made on the basis of a 'best fit' procedure, weaknesses in some areas being 
compensated for by strengths in others.  
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Choice of narrative writing task – see question paper   [30] 
 
Content and organisation (15 marks)  
 
0 marks: nothing worthy of credit  
 
Band 1   1-3 marks  
 


 basic sense of plot and characterisation  


 simple chronological writing predominates  


 narratives may have a beginning and an ending but content is likely to be undeveloped  


 paragraphs may be used to show obvious divisions and to group ideas into some order 
and sequence  


 limited range of vocabulary is used with little variation of word choice for meaning or 
effect  


 
Band 2   4-7 marks  
 


 some control of plot and characterisation (e.g. perspective is maintained)  


 narrative is beginning to show evidence of some conscious construction (e.g. some 
appropriate use of dialogue; topic sentences are supported by relevant detail)  


 there is an appropriate beginning and an apt conclusion  


 narrative is developed to engage the reader's interest  


 paragraphs are logically ordered and sequenced  


 there is some range of vocabulary, occasionally selected to create effect or to convey 
precise meaning  


 
Band 3   8-11 marks  
 


 overall the writing is controlled and coherent  


 plot and characterisation are convincingly sustained (e.g. dialogue helps to develop 
character)  


 narrative is organised and sequenced purposefully  


 narrative has shape, pace and detail, engaging the reader's interest  


 detailed content is well organised within and between paragraphs  


 paragraphs of varied length are linked by text connectives and progression is clear  


 there is some use of devices to achieve particular effects  


 there is a range of vocabulary selected to create effect or to convey precise meaning  
 
Band 4   12-15 marks  
 


 the writing is developed with originality and imagination  


 plot and characterisation are effectively constructed and sustained  


 material is selected and prioritised to maintain interest  


 narrative is purposefully organised and sequenced and well-paced  


 paragraphs are effectively varied in length and structured to control detail and 
progression  


 cohesion is reinforced by the use of text connectives and other linking devices  


 devices to achieve particular effects are used consciously and effectively  


 a wide range of appropriate, ambitious vocabulary is used to create effect or convey 
precise meaning  
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Sentence structure, punctuation and spelling (15 marks)  
 
0 marks: nothing worthy of credit  
 
Band 1   1-3 marks  
 


 sentences are mostly simple or compound  


 compound sentences are linked or sequenced by conjunctions such as 'and' or 'so'  


 punctuation (full stops, commas, capital letters to demarcate sentences) is attempted 
where appropriate and with some accuracy  


 the spelling of simple words is usually accurate  


 control of tense and agreement is uneven  
 
 
Band 2   4-7 marks  
 


 sentences are varied and both compound and complex sentences are used  


 there is use of some subordination to achieve clarity and economy  


 some control of a range of punctuation, including the punctuation of direct speech  


 the spelling of simple and polysyllabic words is usually accurate  


 control of tense and agreement is generally secure  
 
 
Band 3   8-11 marks  
 


 a range of grammatical structures is used to vary the length and focus of sentences  


 simple, compound and complex sentences are used to achieve particular effects  


 a range of punctuation is used accurately to structure sentences and texts, 
sometimes to create deliberate effects, including parenthetic commas  


 most spelling, including that of irregular words, is usually correct  


 control of tense and agreement is secure  
 
 
Band 4   12-15 marks  
 


 there is appropriate and effective variation of sentence structures  


 there is a sophisticated use of simple, compound and complex sentences to 
achieve particular effects  


 accurate punctuation is used to vary pace, clarify meaning, avoid ambiguity and create 
deliberate effects  


 virtually all spelling, including that of complex irregular words, is correct  


 tense changes are used confidently and purposefully 
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Additional task-specific guidance 


 
Good answers may include some of the following features: 


 


 a clear and coherent perspective (first or third person) 


 a logical structure 


 an evident sense of cohesion with material linked effectively 


 a range of appropriate and well-selected details 


 close and well-selected observation of characters, their appearance and behaviour 
and the interaction between them 


 close observation of body language and the emotions of characters 


 skilful use of dialogue to establish atmosphere and a sense of character 


 some development of reflections on what is experienced or observed by the narrator 


 positioning and establishing a relationship with the reader via devices such as asides, 
statements, questions, humour, active or passive voice 


 ability to move from the general to the particular, observing details precisely and 
individually (such as facial expressions or physical objects) 


 expression is clear and controlled (the best answers will show ambition and 
sophistication in expression as well as accuracy) 


 
 


Less successful answers may be characterised by some of the following features: 
 


 content is thin and/or brief (lacking substance and convincing development) 


 uncertain sense of perspective 


 less secure sense of structure and uncertain or even random sequencing (for 
example, an uneasy sense of chronology) 


 a tendency for details to be handled in isolation with limited sense of linking or 
cohesion 


 physical details described in a generalised, formulaic manner with little development 


 general rather than specific description of characters and a tendency to use 
unconvincing stereotypes 


 limited range of description (for example, no differentiation between people and 
physical details) 


 limited or inappropriate use of dialogue 


 little reflection or development of what is observed 


 very limited awareness of the reader (for example, little use of devices such as 
asides or questions) 


 a tendency for description to stay at the level of the general and lack close, individual 
detail 


 expression lacks fluency and clarity (a tendency to be awkward and limited) 


 errors are basic and/or numerous 
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HIGHER TIER UNIT 1 
 


Section A (30 marks) 
 
 Read lines 1-25. 


 
 What does Caroline think and feel in these lines?  [10] 
 


This question tests knowledge and use of text and inference/interpretation. 
 


0 marks: nothing worthy of credit. 
 


Give 1 mark to those who make simple comments or unsupported assertions with 
occasional reference to the text, or copy unselectively. These answers will struggle to 
engage with the text and/or question. 
 


Give 2-4 marks, according to quality, to those who make simple comments with 
reference to surface features of the text and/or show limited development. These 
answers may be thin or tending to be unselective in their choice of textual material.  
 


Give 5-7 marks, according to quality, to those who select appropriate material from 
the text to reach a valid response. These answers should show understanding and 
some cohesion. Better answers should be making valid inferences. 
 


Give 8-10 marks according to quality, to those who reach a detailed and well 
considered response. These answers should be thorough as well as perceptive, 
covering a range of points with insight and accuracy. 
 


Some points: 
 


 Caroline feels ‘distracted’ / lost in her thoughts; 


 She feels defensive when he questions her; 


 she thinks it is stupid to light a cigarette while driving / should be more careful 
(uneasy); 


 She thinks he is reckless / irresponsible / dangerous; 


 She feels she wants to sneeze when he blows smoke; 


 She feels he is irresponsible when he sarcastically calls her Little Miss Health and 
Safety; 


 She feels exasperated / frustrated when he patronises her / doesn’t want an 
argument; 


 She thinks it is none of his business whether she has a date; 


 She feels annoyed; 


 She feels she had to stick up for herself; 


 She thinks he is being “poisonous”; 


 She thinks he is usually “civil”; 


 She thinks he might be jealous; 


 She thinks he should not throw his cigarette out. 
 


 


This is not a checklist and the question must be marked in levels of response. Look 


for and reward valid alternatives. 


1 1 
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Read lines 26-50. 
 


  How does the writer make this part of the story tense and dramatic?  [10] 
 


This question tests the ability to read with insight and engagement, to make appropriate 
references to texts and to sustain an interpretation. It also tests understanding of linguistic 
and structural devices. 
 


0 marks: nothing worthy of credit. 
 


Give 1 mark to those who make simple comments with occasional reference to the text, or 
copy unselectively. These answers will struggle to engage with the text and/or the question. 
 


Give 2-4 marks, according to quality, to those who make simple comments based on surface 
features of the text, and/or show limited development. These answers may be thin and 
tending to be unselective in their choice of textual material, or use unsupported/inappropriate 
spotting of devices. Better answers will make at least some attempt to address the issue of 
‘how’. 
 


Give 5-7 marks, according to quality, to those who select appropriate material from the text to 
reach a valid response. These answers should engage with the issue of ‘how’, even if they do 
rely on some narrative or spotting of key quotations. 
 


Give 8-10 marks, according to quality, to those who select and explore appropriate material 
from the text, showing insight into the author’s method and use of language. These answers 
should have clarity and coherence and should show insight 
 


Analysis of ‘how’ is partly a matter of content and partly a matter of method and language. 
 


Some points: 
 


 Tim’s sentence remains unfinished; 


 the crash is sudden and unexpected; 


 Caroline ‘screams’ as the two vehicles ‘thud’ into each other; 


 Tim goes into the windscreen as he is not wearing a seatbelt; 


 he is ‘pushed’ as if by a ‘giant hand’; 


 there is sound of ‘shattering glass’ and ‘tearing metal’ to emphasise the impact; 


 there is silence; 


 this is followed by the hiss of steam as an undefined liquid falls onto a warm engine 
(ominous); 


 Caroline feels a ‘sharp, restraining tug’ from her seatbelt (trapped?); 


 she also feels a searing pain in her leg; 


 she is confused and the speed and noise of events adds to her confusion; 


 she ‘slumps’ in her seat; 


 Tim has been thrown through the windscreen and she is inside the ‘crumpled shell’ of the 
car; 


 the reader does not really know what has happened to either of them; 


 her leg is bleeding and she struggles to open the door of the car; 


 when her leg touches the ground, she feels ‘searing pain’ again;  


 the writer describes it as like ‘when a dentist touches a nerve’ or like ‘a bolt of electricity’; 
(simile) 


 Caroline gasps with pain; 


 Tim is standing by the road but he is angry about his ruined car; 


 he is scratched but not seriously so (much to Caroline’s astonishment); 


 he blames her for the accident; 


 she closes her eyes in exasperation, thinking ‘ex-employer’. 
 


Overview: 
 


 the writer uses surprise as events happen unexpectedly; 


 information is deliberately withheld to create suspense and uncertainty; 


 there is some anticlimax in the story;  


 but then the twist as Tim blames Caroline and she decides to leave her job. 
 


This is not a checklist and the question must be marked in levels of response. Look for and 
reward valid alternatives. 
 


1 2 
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Read lines 51-79. 
 


  What happens in these lines? How do you react to what happens?    [10] 
 


This question tests the ability to read with insight and engagement, to make 
appropriate references to texts and to sustain an interpretation. 
 


0 marks: nothing worthy of credit. 
 


Give 1 mark to those who make simple comments or unsupported assertions with 
occasional reference to the text, or copy unselectively.  
 


Give 2-4 marks, according to quality, to those who make simple comments based on 
surface features of the text, and/or just tell the story, with varying degrees of detail 
and accuracy.  These answers may be thin or limited in personal response. 
 


Give 5-7 marks, according to quality, to those who select appropriate material from 
the text.  These answers should show clear understanding of ‘what happens’ and 
make a valid personal response. 
 


Give 8-10 marks, according to quality, to those who show clear, detailed 
understanding of the text.  They should also make a well-considered, assured 
personal response. 
 


What happens? 
 


 the driver of the van appears in the narrative; 


 he is unhurt and he telephones for an ambulance;  


 he helps Caroline limp to the side of the road; 


 he places a coat on the pavement for her to lie on; 


 he holds her hand and comforts her; 


 Tim is still angry and focused on his car; 


 he looks at his watch, clearly only concerned about being late and losing the 
client; 


 he ‘spits’ his words at her; 


 Caroline says nothing but the van driver intervenes, pointing out that Caroline is 
hurt; 


 Tim is rude and dismissive, speaking ‘scornfully’ to the van driver; 


 a fight develops in which Tim is hit and falls to the ground; 


 he hits his head on a metal bollard and gashes his head; 


 Caroline, ironically, passes him a handkerchief; 


 Tim is full of bluster and wants Caroline to be his ‘witness’ to the assault; 


 she makes it clear that she saw only an act of self-defence from the van driver; 


 Tim fires her in a mood of spite; 


 but she points out that she has already resigned. 
 


Personal reaction? 
 


 the van driver is considerate and helpful / practical; 


 Tim is selfish and odious (nothing new there); 


 the fight is rather comic really and no serious injuries are recorded; 


 it is probably good to see Tim lose though; 


 the reader is probably pleased that Caroline gets her revenge on him; 
 


This is not a checklist and the question must be marked in levels of response. Look 
for and reward valid alternatives. 
 
 
 


 


1 3 
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SECTION B: 30 marks


In this section you will be assessed for the quality of your writing skills.


Half of the marks are awarded for content and organisation; half of the marks are awarded
for sentence structure, punctuation and spelling.


You should aim to write between 500-600 words.


Choose one of the following titles for your writing. [30]


Either,


 Caught!


Or,


 Write about a time when you went on a school trip.


Or,


 Write a story which begins: He held the box tightly and carefully.


Or,


 Write a story that ends: It was the perfect end to the perfect day.


Or,


 The Gamble.


The space below can be used to plan your work.
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Read lines 1-25.


What does Caroline think and feel in these lines? [10]


You should track carefully through these lines.


Read lines 26-50.


How does the writer make this part of the story tense and dramatic? [10]


Read lines 51-79.


What happens in these lines? How do you react to what happens? [10]
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